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MIDNIGHT NEWS UPDATES 

 RBI may have opted to hold status quo on repo rates in its August monetary policy but the real action was 

outside the repo announcements. The RBI allowed personal loans to be restructured once without impact on 

credit rating and extended a similar facility for solvent corporates too. The RBI also expanded the definition 

of priority lending to include start-ups and enhanced its special liquidity facility by Rs.10,000 crore focused 

on housing and agriculture. In addition, the LTV ratio for gold loans was hiked from 75% to 90% so that 

households could monetize gold holdings more effectively. 

 

 HPCL reported doubling of net profits to Rs.2253 crore for the Jun-20 quarter even as the total sales for the 

quarter fell by 40% to Rs.45,945 crore. The sharp fall in revenues was driven by lower crude prices and also 

the prolonged shutdown of petrol stations across large swathes of India. Its earnings per barrel fell sharply 

from $0.75 to just $0.04 but the real profit boost for HPCL came from the sequential rise in crude oil prices 

which led to positive revaluation of inventory. HPCL is expecting a rapid recovery in top line sales in the 

September quarter and that could be a better benchmark for comparison. 

 

 The RBI policy may have disappointed on the rates front but the Sensex still closed in the positive by 362 

points. The RBI decision to make liquidity easily available has gone down well with the markets and espe-

cially measures like the decision to expand priority sector lending to start-ups and increase in the gold LTV 

ratio have been welcomed in the markets. While banks remain the weak link, private banks did show a 3% 

bounce on Thursday even as some of the shadow banks did much better. In addition, some green shoots of 

industrial recovery are visible in huge markets like China and the EU. 

 

 The rally in metal stocks continued for the second day in succession as Hindustan Zinc led the rally on Thurs-

day rising more than 8%. Other metal stocks were also in the green including the steel stocks. Tata Steel man-

aged to cross the Rs.400 mark on Thursday. The BSE Metal index was up by 1.25%. The rally in the metal 

stocks was led by strong metal prices on the London Metals Exchange or the LME. The LME prices have 

been buoyed recently by the sharp recovery shown in Chinese industrial demand and most countries have re-

ported a sharp spike in metals demand from China as well as from the EU region. 

 

 In a move that could be significant for banks investing in debt funds and debt ETFs, the RBI has sharply re-

duced the risk capital to be set aside. Currently, banks investing in debt funds and ETFs are required to set 

aside a higher risk capital provision compared to direct investments in debt. This is likely to drive more In-

dian banks to seriously start looking at domestic debt funds as a means of earning alpha on their investment 

portfolio. Normally, banks park their short term monies in liquid funds and this announcement was likely to 

boost the effect yields on liquid funds for banks due to lower risk provision required. This is likely to be posi-

tive for mutual funds also as they are likely to see greater interest from Indian banks to invest in the short 

term and long duration funds. 

 

 Gold imports in the month of July bounced back sharply to 25.50 tons, a 20% bounce on a YOY basis. On a 

sequential basis, the gold imports have more than doubled in Jul-20. This is despite the fact that gold prices in 

India have appreciated by 48% in the last one year. However, the gold imports in the first half of 2020 had 

fall by nearly 80% on a comparable basis and that means the gold demand recovery still has a long way to go. 

The jewellers association has been expecting the sales of jewellery to pick up sharply ahead of the all-

important season that starts around October each year, when gold demand peaks. 
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